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The Phase 1 Collection

Erin has created an exclusive, inspired collection of tiles which embody a seamless fusion
of exquisite stone and hand-made ceramics-The Phase 1 Collection
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Phase 1
3”x12” Planks

3” x 12”
Pearl on Natural
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3” x 12”
Pearl on Black

3” x 12”
Cappuccino Blend on Black
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Phase 1
1”x12” Sticks

1” x 12”
Pearl on Natural
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1” x 12”
Pearl on Black

1” x 12”
Cappuccino Blend on Natural
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Phase 1
Hex Blends

4” Hex Blend
Cappuccino Blend on Black
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4” Hex Blend
Pearl Blend on Black
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Phase 1
Herringbone

2” x 12”
Pearl Blend on Black
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Phase 1
Straight

2” x 12”
Coral on Black
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The Saffron Collection

Erin Adams has brought her geometric sensibility and design expertise to a new stone
collection inspired by the earthy stone palette of India. They are measured
12”x12” and mesh mounted for easy install.
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Saffron
Mixed Triangles

12” x 12”
Mixed Triangles | Sussex Grey
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The Foundation Collection

Erin has a new leather tile collection that harkens back to the Speakeasys of the 1930’s.
It evokes a rugged yet sophisticated, well-worn feel to warm up any interior.
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Foundation Collection

8” x 16” Decor
in Distressed White
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8” x 16” Decor
in Tan

2” x 16” Listello
in Distressed
White

2” x 16” Listello
in Tan
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Erin Adams & Tempesta
Erin Adams is one of today’s foremost mosaic tile designers, with a career that spans
almost twenty years. In her work as both artisan and interior designer, Erin infuses sophisticated urban sensibilities with elements of the folk art tradition that surrounded her
as a child.
Raised in San Antonio, Texas, Erin studied at the University of Texas at Austin and attended New York’s Pratt School of Art & Design for her Master’s Degree in Ceramics.
Her mother, artist Caroline Lee, opened San Antonio’s first folk-art gallery, Objects, in
1972. The work of Erin Adams Design, Inc., is sought after by designers worldwide and
is used in residential as well as prominent commercial applications, including the Tokyo
Hilton, Saks Fifth Avenue in Saudi Arabia, the Four Seasons Hotel in the Bay area, P.F.
Chang’s Restaurants, and Neiman-Marcus in Dallas.
Erin Adams is one of the most celebrated product designers in the United States.
Erin’s work has graced the homes of Cameron Diaz, Jack Black, Burt Bacharach, Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne, and
many other celebrities, and her designs have been featured on MTV’s The Real World, HGTV’s Dream Home, and the
LifeStyle channel’s Women on Top. She has also received accolades in Dwell, O – The Oprah Magazine, and Architect,
and has won numerous awards for her work.
Erin has worked with several leading tile companies like Ann Sacks, Oceanside Glass Tile, New Ravenna, and Country
Floors, to design exclusive collections for them. She partnered with Ann Sacks Tile and Stone becoming an exclusive
vendor of over 6 collections for over 13 years. She was the first to use stained glass as a mass produced tile and was
the first to design the mini rectangle tile pattern now seen throughout the industry. For her contribution as a design
innovator, she won the Chrysler Corporation Design Innovator Award in 2007 for innovative product design, and
was nominated for the Cooper-Hewitt National Museum’s 2009 National Design Awards program for excellence in
Product Design. At present, Erin Adams, has opened her own e-commerce website and is distributing a range of her
exquisite collections through Erin Adams Designs, Inc.
Here she is collaborating with Tempesta to design some exclusive, inspired collections of tiles which range from glazed
natural stone to leather tiles, which are being offered through Erin Adams Designs, Inc.

Tempesta is a leading producer of high end decorative tile concepts in natural stone. These luxury wall surfaces
are a product of state-of-the-art technology from Italy complemented by ageless hand-crafting techniques, to create
spectacular design concepts in tiles.
Tempesta employs its experience of over 30 years in the stone industry to fashion unique products, with exquisite
surface finishes on natural stone tiles, for the discerning customer. Some of the fascinating collections developed
by Tempesta include the one-of-its-kind fusion of leather with natural stone; metallic leaf work on intricate CNCmachined Italian marble; tiles with surfaces inspired by the famous Murano glass of Italy; leather tiles embossed with
beautiful motifs; and the exquisite collections designed by Erin Adams, both as glazed natural stone and leather tiles.
Tempesta is partnering with Erin Adams Designs to distribute their decorative tile products in the North American
market.
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www.tempestaluxury.com
info@tempestaluxury.com

Distributed by:

Erin Adams Designs, Inc.
5813, Lookout Mountain Drive
Austin, TX 78731, USA
Tel.: 505-850-9509
www.erinadamsdesigns.com
info@erinadamsdesigns.com
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